Introduction

The purpose of this publication is to present an approach to assessing sandy soil phosphorus (P) assimilation capacity prior to reaching a threshold of environmental concern. We will refer to this approach as the “soil P storage capacity” (SPSC). It could be used by soil scientists, environmental consultants, state agency personnel, Extension faculty, and others with an interest in management practices and policies that minimize the risk of phosphorus loss from soils.

What Is SPSC?

The SPSC is a calculation that accounts for P loss risks arising from previous loading as well as inherently low P sorption capacity. It provides a direct estimate of the amount of P a soil can hold before exceeding a threshold soil equilibrium concentration, i.e., before the soil becomes an environmental risk. Hence it captures the high risk for soils with very low inherent P retention capacity but that have low STP and PSR. It also distinguishes situations where soils with elevated STP can still have some remaining capacity to safely retain P due to relatively high P retention capacity.

\[ \text{PSR} = \frac{(\text{Extractable-P}/31)}{[(\text{Extractable-Fe}/56) + (\text{Extractable-Al}/27)]} \] Eq. 1

Details of the PSR concept can be obtained from SL333/SS539 and Nair et al. 2004.
How Is SPSC Determined?

SPSC can be determined using the following formula (Nair and Harris 2004):

$$\text{SPSC} = (\text{Threshold PSR}_{Ox} - \text{Soil PSR}_{Ox}) \times \text{Oxalate-[(Fe/56) + (Al/27)] \times 31 \text{ (mg/kg)}}$$

where

$$\text{PSR}_{Ox} = \frac{(\text{Oxalate-P/31})}{[(\text{Oxalate-Fe/56}) + (\text{Oxalate-Al/27})]} \quad \text{Eq. 2}$$

SPSC can also be determined using P, Fe, and Al from a soil test solution such as Mehlich 1 solution.

The PSR is calculated for each sample as the molar ratio of Mehlich 1-extractable P to Mehlich 1-extractable [Fe + Al].

$$\text{PSR}_{M1} = \frac{(\text{Mehlich 1-P/31})}{[(\text{Mehlich 1-Fe/56}) + (\text{Mehlich 1-Al/27})]} \quad \text{Eq. 3}$$

$$\text{SPSC} = (\text{Threshold PSR}_{M1} - \text{Soil PSR}_{M1}) \times \text{Mehlich 1-[(Fe/56) + (Al/27)] \times 31 \times X} \quad \text{(mg/kg)} \quad \text{Eq. 4}$$

X is the conversion factor needed when calculating SPSC using Mehlich 1 parameters. When X is not included in the equation, SPSC is replaced by the term “Capacity Factor” (CF).

$$\text{CF} = (\text{Threshold PSR}_{M1} - \text{Soil PSR}_{M1}) \times \text{Mehlich 1-[(Fe/56) + (Al/27)] \times 31 \text{ (mg/kg)}} \quad \text{Eq. 5}$$

A soil can have only one soil P storage capacity or SPSC. Mehlich 1 solution does not extract P, Fe, and Al with the same efficiency as the oxalate solution. The conversion factor, X, is determined by a simple regression between SPSC calculated using oxalate and Mehlich 1 parameters. The X value is likely different for surface (A) horizons, subsurface (E) horizons, and for spodic (Bh) horizons. For the surface horizons, SPSC = (1.3 x CF) - 0.33; R² = 0.90. Therefore X = 1.3. This value may be used for all A and E horizon soils in Florida as the relationship was created from data for the surface and subsurface soils representing Alfisols, Entisols, and Ultisols of the Suwannee River Basin (Chrysostome et al. 2007) and Spodosols of the Lake Okeechobee Basin.

The conversion factor (X) is 1.8 for the Bh horizons of Spodosols using P, Fe, and Al in a Mehlich 1 solution; i.e., SPSC = (1.8 x CF) - 15; R² = 0.87 for dairy and beef manure and inorganically fertilized soils of the Lake Okeechobee Watershed.

What Is the Relationship between SPSC and Water-soluble P?

Water-soluble P (WSP) is an indicator of the amount of P that will be released from a soil when in contact with water (rain). Therefore, it is important to look into the relationship of SPSC and WSP. A relationship between the two parameters for the A and E horizons shows that as long as SPSC is positive, WSP is at a minimum; but when SPSC is negative, the release of P from the soil increases linearly (Figure 1). These relationships are applicable to Bh horizons as well.

How Can SPSC Be Used to Evaluate the Risk of P Loss from a Soil?

The following are some potential uses of the SPSC concept for routine purposes:

- Predicting P release from a soil can be used to project consequences of water-table manipulation for P control.
- Evaluating the amount of P that can be safely applied to a soil before the soil becomes an environmental risk if manure application is based on nitrogen requirements of a crop instead of P requirements.
- Calculating the amount of an iron- or aluminum-based amendment to be added to a soil as a best management practice (BMP) since iron + aluminum is used as a surrogate for P retention in acid soils.
- Predicting reduction in P storage capacity of a soil in time if the P loading to a soil is known.
• Identifying suitable areas for location of animal-based agriculture by selecting soils that have a greater capacity to retain P.

• Verifying the suitability of potential locations for constructing stormwater treatment areas.

SPSC can be calculated to any desired soil depth (including A, E, and Bh horizons) that would allow the implementation of the above-mentioned uses of the parameter. The concept will allow determination of the P storage capacity of a soil on a site-specific basis and allow selection of appropriate BMPs for a given site. It will be easy for anyone to use the SPSC tool since the needed parameters, P, Fe, and Al in a Mehlich 1 solution, will be available from any soil testing laboratory.

**Equations for SPSC Determinations**

The threshold PSR values (when using Mehlich 1-P, Fe, and Al) is 0.1 for A and E horizons and 0.08 for Bh horizons (SL333/SS539).

**Surface and Subsurface Soils (A and E Horizons):**

SPSC = (0.1 – Soil PSR_{M1}) * Mehlich 1-[(Fe/56) + (Al/27)] * 31 * 1.3 (mg/kg) Eq. 6

**Spodic (Bh) Horizon:**

SPSC = (0.08 – Soil PSR_{M1}) * Mehlich 1-[(Fe/56) + (Al/27)] * 31 * 1.8 (mg/kg) Eq. 7

A flowchart illustrating the use of SPSC for P management is provided (Figure 2).

---

**Figure 2. Flowchart illustrating the use of soil P storage capacity (SPSC) in P management for surface and subsurface horizons of Spodosols.**
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